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Stats

20 to 22 September 2022

Hall A
+

adjacent open 

areas

1,918
visitors

49
exhibitors from

5 countries

1,505 sqm
exhibition area
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Conference

The main part of URBIS was a three-day

conference. Topics included mobility, smart

solutions for municipalities and cities, and current

issues such as the energy crisis. Wednesday's

programme in the FUTURE MOBILITY block

included the conference Current Trends and

Challenges in Urban Smart Mobility, organised

by the Association for Transport Telematics. The

conference programme featured more than 10

workshops.
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The Fair

Both in Hall A1 and in the outdoor areas in Demo

City, exhibitors presented smart solutions for the

municipal sector and transport. Autonomous

minibus, last mile delivery robot, electric

vehicles for passenger and freight transport,

and vehicles for the municipal sector were

presented. Other exhibitors offered digital

solutions or components for municipal and

transport infrastructure.
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Urban Mobility Days

URBIS SMART CITY FAIR 2022 was integrated

into the European Mobility Week, which ran from

16 to 22 September. The URBIS conference

URBAN MOBILITY DAYS was therefore held

concurrently with the fair at the Brno Exhibition

Centre. The location of this conference in Brno

was related to the Czech Presidency of the

Council of the European Union.
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Demo City

In the Demo City, visitors found, among other things,

cargo bikes and micro-mobility equipment to try out.

Electric cars and electric motorcycles were also available

for visitors to test. A functional intersection controlled

by a smart traffic system was installed in the Demo

City, where it was possible to monitor the preferential

passage of vehicles.
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Clean Mobility Day

The last day of URBIS 2022 fell on the European

Car Free Day. The organisers joined it with the

Clean Mobility Day, when the exhibition centre

was opened to visitors free of charge. The purpose

of this arrangement was to educate in a fun way

and motivate the use of alternative and clean

means of transport. In addition, Demo City also

featured a bike polo field on this day and bike races

were organised, including cargo bike races.
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2024
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SEE YOU AGAIN IN JUNE 2024

www.bvv.cz/urbis


